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Abstract8

Convective flow in the mantle can be thought of (and modeled) as exclusively driven9

by density heterogeneities in the mantle itself, and the resulting lateral variations10

in the Earth’s gravity field. With this assumption, and a model of mantle rhe-11

ology, a theoretical relationship can be found between 3-D mantle structure and12

flow-related quantities that can be measured on the Earth’s surface, like free-air13

gravity anomalies. This relationship can be used to set up an inverse problem,14

with 1-D mantle viscosity as a solution. In the assumption that seismic velocity15

anomalies be of purely thermal origin, and related to density anomalies by a simple16

scaling factor, we invert the large-scalelength component of the above-mentioned17

measurements jointly with seismic observations (waveforms and/or travel times) to18

derive an accurate 5-layer spherically symmetric model of upper- and lower-mantle19

viscosity. We attempt to account for non-uniqueness in the inverse problem by ex-20

ploring the solution space, formed of all possible radial profiles of Earth viscosity,21

by means of a non-deterministic global optimization method: the evolutionary algo-22

rithm (EA). For each sampled point of the solution space, a forward calculation is23

conducted to determine a map of gravity anomalies, whose similarity to GRACE is24

then measured; the procedure is iterated to convergence, according to EA criteria.25

The robustness of the inversion is tested by means of synthetic tests, indicating that26

our gravity data set is able to constrain less than 6 radial layers, each with uniform27

viscosity. Independently of the tomographic model or the scaling factor adopted to28

convert seismic velocity into density structure, the EA optimization method finds29

viscosity profiles characterized by low-viscosity in a depth range corresponding to30

the transition zone, and relatively uniform elsewhere.31
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1 Introduction33

The rheology of the Earth is of central importance for understanding both34

the Earth’s transient deformation and long-term mantle dynamics. Present-35

day estimates of mantle viscosity are based on experimental studies of creep36

mechanisms in mantle minerals and on the analysis of geophysical observations37

of the Earth’s response to surface and internal loading: mantle convection38

observables (timescale ∼ 106 yr), post-glacial rebound data (∼ 103 yr), and39

post-seismic relaxation (1-100 yr) following major earthquakes.40

Viscosity is then typically estimated after solving coupled flow and gravita-41

tional potential equations for instantaneous deformation (flow, surface defor-42

mation, geoid) or time-dependent deformation (relative sea-level, plate mo-43

tions); the former approach is sensitive to relative viscosity variations, while44

the latter allows also an estimate of absolute viscosity. In both cases, mantle45

viscosity is inferred by fitting modelled signals to various types of observa-46

tions: relative sea level and variations in the Earth’s rotational parameters for47

post-glacial rebound studies, dynamic topography, geoid and plate velocities48

for mantle convection analysis.49

The surface observables of post-glacial rebound, geoid and dynamic topogra-50

phy have provided only first-order constraints on the radial viscosity structure51

of the mantle: while geoid/dynamic topography studies suggest that mantle52

viscosity increases by a factor of 30 or more from the basis of the lithosphere53

to the core-mantle boundary (e.g. Hager & Richards 1989), most post-glacial54

rebound studies (Haskell, 1935; Peltier, 1976, 1998; Mitrovica & Peltier, 1995;55

Kaufmann & Lambeck, 2002) favour a moderate increase in viscosity at the56

upper-to-lower mantle discontinuity. These inferences are still subject of a con-57

tentious debate, and to reconcile convection-based and post-glacial rebound-58

based estimates, joint inversions of these two kinds of data have been per-59

formed, obtaining profiles with an overall increase in viscosity towards the60

lower mantle (e.g. Forte & Mitrovica 1996; Mitrovica & Forte 2004).61

Recent progress, including the introduction of compressibility (Corrieu et al.,62

1995; Panasyuk et al., 1996; Forte & Mitrovica, 1996), the evaluation of the63

performance of non-Newtonian rheology (Wu, 1992; Dal Forno et al., 2005),64

and the effects of laterally varying (3-D) viscosity structure (Richards & Hager,65

1989; Zhang & Christensen, 1993; Kaufmann & Wu, 2002; Paulson et al., 2005,66

Moucha et al., 2007) have not clarified the question, and the only point of67

general agreement is that the lower mantle is more viscous than the upper68

mantle.69

Mantle circulation models that simultaneously predict seismic (P- and S-wave70

velocities) and geodynamical data (free-air gravity anomaly) have been shown71
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to be particularly good at fitting the latter (Forte et al., 1994). Here we model72

viscous flow in the Earth on the basis of a wide range of possible viscosity73

profiles, and attempt to identify the profiles for which the modeled viscous74

flow does the best job of predicting observed free-air gravity anomalies from75

GRACE (Tapley et al., 2005). We define a-priori density (ρ) models needed76

in mantle-flow calculations on the basis of seismic tomographic ones, scaled77

by a factor depending only on depth. This requires the assumption that the78

relative thermal and compositional contributions to seismic anomalies are the79

same everywhere at any given depth.80

The interpretation of long-wavelength geoid/gravity anomalies in terms of81

mantle convection has a long history, starting from the pioneering works of82

Hager & O’Connell (1981), Ricard et al. (1984), Richards & Hager (1984),83

to the recent ones by Panasyuk & Hager (2000), Forte & Mitrovica (2001),84

Kaban et al (2007). With few exceptions, authors have adopted a viscous-85

flow theory which assumes mantle rheology to be represented in terms of86

an effective viscosity varying only with depth. Although mantle viscosity is87

likely to have lateral variations, 1-D viscosity profiles have been shown, to88

be an adequate representation of the horizontally-averaged mantle viscosity89

structure (Moucha et al., 2007); conversely, the effect of lateral variations90

in viscosity is thought to be reflected almost exclusively in the small scale91

(high harmonic degree) component of the gravity field. The same is true of92

upper-mantle viscosity, while low-degree coefficients of the gravity field are93

more sensitive to the lower mantle (Richards & Hager, 1989; Forte & Peltier,94

1994). Our goal is to identify a 1-D, whole-mantle viscosity model, and for this95

reason we neglect (except for a test in section 3.3) the high-degree component96

of gravity data and, consequently, of seismic models.97

The goal of our contribution is not only to determine the viscosity profile of98

the mantle, but also to estimate the ability of gravity anomalies to resolve the99

radial distribution of viscosity as inferred from tomography and flow models.100

We tested and used an evolutionary algorithm to invert various tomographic101

models for a radial profile of the mantle viscosity, and found that all the most102

likely viscosity profiles predict transition-zone (410-660 km depth) viscosity103

to be lower than in the uppermost and lower mantle.104

2 Theory105

2.1 Viscosity, gravity, and mantle flow106

The relative radial variations in mantle viscosity can be determined from grav-107

ity measurements. An analytical theory of mantle flow (Ricard et al., 1984;108
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Forte & Peltier, 1987; Forte & Peltier, 1991) provides geoid kernels (Gl, with l109

denoting the harmonic degree) given an average density profile (here, PREM),110

and a prescribed viscosity profile. The surface gravity anomalies (δgm
l , with111

m harmonic order) are modeled by radial integration (from top of the outer112

core to the surface) of the ρ anomalies (δρm
l ), modulated by the geoid kernels.113

For each harmonic, gravity anomalies are thus given by (e.g. Forte & Peltier,114

1987)115

δgm
l (θ, φ) = k

l − 1

2l + 1

∫
r

Gl(ν/ν0, r)δρ
m
l (r, θ, φ) dr, (1)116

where k is a constant that depends on the Earth’s radius, surface gravity ac-117

celeration, and average mantle density, ν0 is a reference value for viscosity118

(Forte & Peltier, 1991) and the integration is carried out over the entire depth119

of the mantle. The multilayer approximation is employed, in which the vis-120

cosity is assumed to be constant within each layer and discontinuous at the121

layer boundaries; it should be noted that only the depth variation of relative122

viscosity ν/ν0 is needed to compute the geoid kernels.123

We scale ρ anomalies from shear-velocity (vS) ones,124

δρm
l (r, θ, φ) = ζ(r)δvS

m
l (r, θ, φ), (2)125

where the scaling factor ζ is defined by126

ζ(r) =
δ ln ρ(r, θ, φ)

δ ln vS(r, θ, φ)
. (3)127

The kernels Gl are calculated following the approach of Forte & Peltier (1991),128

who expanded in terms of generalized spherical harmonics the constitutive129

equation, the conservation of mass and momentum, and solved for the poloidal130

flow using the method of propagator equations. The constraints arising from131

the observed geometry of rigid surface plates are included in a dynamically132

consistent manner by means of the buoyancy projection method (Forte &133

Peltier, 1991), in which the motions of surface plates are predicted (being134

coupled to the underlying mantle flow) rather than imposed. The plate ge-135

ometries and corresponding projection operators are represented in terms of136

spherical harmonic basis functions up to degree l = 8, in order to reduce the137

effect of uncertainties in tomography (larger for higher spherical harmonic de-138

grees), and because higher-degree geoid kernels are sensitive to heterogeneous139

structure in the upper mantle only, while we want to integrate ρ anomalies over140

the whole mantle. The mantle flow theory we employ takes into account many141

of the complexities of the real Earth, like sphericity, compressibility and self-142
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gravitation, and additionally allows to compute surface dynamic topography,143

CMB deflections and plate motions via the surface divergence.144

This approach to modeling the surface gravity field has, however, several lim-145

itations: first, as seen before, only the ratios between viscosity values at dif-146

ferent depths can be constrained, rather than the absolute values of viscosity,147

thus neglecting the effects of toroidal flow and associated lateral viscosity vari-148

ations. The problem is also complicated by the existence of many, competing149

tomographic models of seismic velocity. The amplitude and pattern of seismic150

velocities in the mantle are known only approximately, and despite the agree-151

ment at long wavelengths (Becker & Boschi, 2002), various tomographic im-152

ages differ in shape, depth extent, and amplitude of fine features (e.g., Becker153

& Boschi, 2002; Romanowicz, 2003; Boschi et al., 2007). Last, establishing an154

appropriate velocity-to-density scaling for the mantle is not straightforward.155

Growing evidence suggests that seismic velocity anomalies reflect both ther-156

mal and compositional heterogeneities (van der Hilst & Karason, 1999; Karato157

& Karki, 2001; Deschamps et al., 2001). Unlike that of temperature variations,158

the effect of compositional variations on seismic velocities and density is not159

yet well understood. A solution to this problem is to use a density model160

derived from a seismic-geodynamic inversion which implicitly includes both161

thermal and compositional effects on buoyancy (Simmons et al., 2007).162

2.2 Evolutionary algorithms163

In this study we conduct a number of inversions based on different tomographic164

models and different values of the ratio between density and seismic velocity,165

and carry out a comparative evaluation of the resulting viscosity profiles. Ow-166

ing to the above factors, and to nonlinearity (geoid kernels depend on viscosity167

itself), the problem of finding viscosity profiles from geophysical observables168

does not have a unique solution. We attempt to account for non-uniqueness in169

the inverse problem by exploring the solution space, formed of all possible ra-170

dial profiles of Earth viscosity, by means of a stochastic optimization method:171

the evolutionary algorithm (EA).172

The first EAs, or optimization algorithms based on ideas from evolutionary173

theory, were conceived and implemented by Reichenberg (1973). Authors in174

earth sciences have already used EAs to find viscosity profiles from gravity175

data (King, 1995; Kido & Cadek, 1997; Kido et al., 1998), but our analysis176

represents an improvement in that it takes advantage of the increased power177

of modern calculators to explore in more detail the solution space. In par-178

ticular, we have been able to quantify the resolution limit of gravity data,179

finding that no more than 5 independent parameters (uniform layers) describ-180

ing viscosity can be reliably constrained. In addition, a systematic test of the181
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setting parameters of our EA lead to the conclusion that while the choice of a182

population of 100 individuals is appropriate for this problem, the number of183

generations over which King (1995) based his analysis is not sufficient to grant184

the stability of the solution; Figure 1 shows that after 100 generations the fit185

of the solution model to the data may still be improving: we thus increased186

the number of generations from 100 to 500.187

EAs use the idea of ”survival of the fittest”, to perform an iterative, multi-188

dimensional search for an optimal value of a given cost function. A typical189

EA requires a genetic representation of the solutions (in general, as arrays of190

bits), which play the role of individuals in a population. The algorithm starts191

from a random population whose individuals are selected according to their192

fitness, and the best are used to form a new population, likely to be ”more193

fit”. Couples of parent chromosomes generate offspring by means of crossover194

and mutation. This procedure is repeated until a given maximum number of195

generations is reached, or convergence achieved. EAs are helpful because they196

can rapidly locate good approximate solutions to all types of problems, re-197

quiring no smoothness assumptions on the fitness function or its domain, and198

because of their robustness in finding global maxima in the presence of many199

local maxima. Furthermore, EAs are naturally parallel, thus allowing an easy200

optimization of machine resources.201

We use Charbonneau & Knapp’s (1995), freely available PIKAIA implemen-202

tation of the EA. PIKAIA incorporates two basic evolutionary operators: uni-203

form one-point crossover, and uniform one-point mutation. The mutation rate204

(i.e. the chance that a random variation in an individual’s traits occurrs, in-205

dependent of those of the parents) can be dynamically adjusted during the206

evolution, using either the linear distance in parameter-space or the difference207

in fit between the best and median solutions in the population.208

The mutation rate is a key parameter: if it is too low, the algorithm may209

converge prematurely to a local optimum, the EA failing to explore uniformly210

the space of parameters. In contrast, a high mutation rate may lead to slow211

or no convergence (an EA with high mutation is practically equivalent to a212

Monte Carlo algorithm). Charbonneau & Knapp (1995) suggest that a good213

compromise between allowing for new solutions and losing track of already214

identified ones is achieved by starting the EA run with a low mutation rate,215

and then allowing the mutation rate to grow as convergence is approached.216

Although, ideally, the solution found by the EA should be independent of217

it, the choice of a specific fitness function might also play an important role218

in the speed and efficiency of the algorithm. We experimented with different219

cost functions (variance reduction, correlation), finding indeed rather similar220

solution models. To obtain maximum variability in best-fitting models, i.e., to221

best differentiate solution models with relatively similar fit as we progressively222
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refine our search, we chose to use as cost function the exponential of the223

variance reduction, or224

exp

(
1−

∑
i=1(δg

i
mod − δgi

obs)
2∑

i=1(δg
i
obs)

2

)
, (4)225

where δgi
mod and δgi

obs are the modeled and observed gravity anomalies, re-226

spectively, at the point i of a grid covering the Earth’s surface. In a set of227

preliminary tests, we have verified that the cost-function as defined by eq.228

(4) results in the most effective convergence. Other cost functions that we229

have experimented with, including correlation and variance reduction (with-230

out exponential) did not allow to discriminate between close minima, beyond231

a certain refinement level.232

We define an initial population, consisting of 100 randomly generated viscosity233

profiles. In most of our runs of the EA, convergence is achieved after roughly234

100-300 generations (Figure 1a, filled circles). The choice of the mutation rate235

adjustment (differential fitness) is reflected by the trend of empty circles in236

Figure 1a, representing the average fitness of the population for each genera-237

tion: average fitness achieves a maximum at 10-20 generations, then decreases238

with increasing fitness of the best solution.239

We set the total number of generations to 500, corresponding to 50, 000 for-240

ward computations total; completing this task takes about 48 hours on a dual241

2.7 Ghz PowerPC. Performance depends on the number of free parameters in242

the inverse problem (i.e. number of uniform viscosity layers), on the maximum243

considered harmonic degree, and on the precision chosen for the variables.244

Since gravity data have little sensitivity to changes in viscosity larger than245

three orders of magnitude (King, 1995), we used single precision (4 bytes)246

floating points variables, allowing approximately 7 digits of accuracy.247

Figure 2 illustrates the sequence of steps in our algorithm: at each generation,248

tomographic anomalies are translated into ρ anomalies, which are then used to249

compute the gravity field at the Earth’s surface associated with each viscosity250

profile in the population. The best-fitting viscosity profiles are then combined251

by the EA to identify a new, more fit population (a new generation), and the252

whole procedure is iterated.253
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3 Analyses of the method’s resolution and stability254

3.1 Recovering a theoretical viscosity model255

A major problem with deriving mantle viscosity from gravity observations is256

the non-uniqueness of the solution. According to Peltier (1998), robust conclu-257

sions cannot be derived only on the basis of the long wavelength component258

of the geoid, and additional data are needed to better constrain the inver-259

sion. In a similar analysis, King (1995) found that families of viscosity profiles260

with both high and low viscosity in the transition zone explain the observed261

geoid equally well, and concluded that gravity measurements alone cannot262

distinguish between these different features. We reevaluate those inferences,263

conducting a number of synthetic experiments to estimate the radial resolu-264

tion of our inversion. It is particularly important to determine the number265

of uniform viscosity layers that can be reliably constrained, and the range of266

relative changes in viscosity that can be expected.267

We scale the vS model S20RTS (Ritsema et al., 1999; 2004) as illustrated in268

Figure 8b (solid line). The scaling factor was obtained by inverting GRACE269

gravity data and S20RTS tomographic model with an input viscosity pro-270

file taken from Mitrovica & Forte (1997). The scaling factor ζ(r) is positive271

throughout the mantle, except for transition zones, where velocity anomalies272

are mainly compositional in origin. A thermal origin of anomalies, in fact,273

requires ζ to be positive, as, for any fixed composition, a perturbation in274

temperature causes perturbations of equal sign in density and vS.275

We randomly generate an ’input’ profile of mantle viscosity, and use our mantle276

flow model to predict the corresponding gravity anomaly map. We then use the277

resulting, ’synthetic’ gravity anomaly map as the database to be inverted via278

the EA. The correlation between output and input model, shown in Figure 3279

for 60 independent synthetic tests, is a measure of the accuracy and resolution280

of our method. We conducted 10 synthetic tests with 2-layer viscosity models,281

10 with 4-layer models, and so on with 6-, 8-, 10- and 12-layer models. Figure 3282

shows that the non-uniqueness of the problem grows quickly with the number283

of inversion parameters. If the unknown viscosity profile is parameterized in284

terms of more than 5 uniform layers, the chance of converging to a wrong285

solution is high.286
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3.2 Testing the effects of different parameterization strategies and evolution-287

ary regimes288

We next replace synthetic data with true, free-air gravity anomalies from289

global Earth gravity model GGM02 (Tapley et al., 2005), based on the analysis290

of 363 days of GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment) in-flight291

data. Harmonic coefficients up to degree 160 are available, but we only consider292

degrees ≤ 8, consistently with our decomposition of the tomographic models.293

We use the EA, as described above, to identify the best-fitting 5-layer model294

of relative changes in mantle viscosity, and, again, scale tomography model295

S20RTS to define an a-priori density map.296

We first explore the influence of the population size, the number of generations297

and the seed used to initialize the EA on the inversion results. Figure 4a shows298

the best-fitting viscosity profiles derived from runs of the EA with population299

sizes of 10, 50 and 100 individuals, evolved for 500 generations. Due to its300

stochastic nature, different runs of the EA inversion yield slightly varying301

results, but the important features (2-orders of magnitude viscosity jump at302

410 km; smaller but significant jump at 1200 km) remain stable. Running303

the EA with 100 individuals for 100, 500 and 1000 generations, we obtain304

almost identical viscosity profiles (Figure 4b). Inverting the same data with305

same population size and number of generations, but different seed, we find306

approximately the same radial viscosity profile (Figure 4c). In all these cases,307

variance reduction (Figure 4d, 4e, 4f) converges to approximately the same308

maximum.309

We invert, again, gravity anomalies from GRACE starting from vS model310

S20RTS and assuming a density-to-velocity scaling as in Figure 8b (solid line).311

We repeat the experiment varying the number of constant-viscosity layers from312

2 to 12. The resulting viscosity profiles, shown in Figure 5, closely resemble313

the ones found in the other inversions of this Section, characterized by rel-314

atively low viscosity at depths corresponding to the mantle transition zone.315

Concerning the fitness to the data, the gravity anomalies computed in five out316

of the six cases reduce the variance of about 45 to 50%. Conversely, we found317

no 2-layer model that reduces the variance at all. We infer that at least two318

viscosity discontinuities in the mantle are required to explain the gravity data319

in consideration, and 2-layer models can be rejected a-priori.320

We run the EA with several different parameterizations, characterized by the321

same total number (5), but different depth ranges, of uniform viscosity layers.322

We show the results in Figure 6. Independently of parameterization, solutions323

tend to be characterized by low viscosity in the second shallowest layer, and/or324

transition zone. The jump in viscosity found between 410 and 660 km depth325

ranges between 1 and 3 orders of magnitude. Variance reduction is maximum326
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for the profiles in Figure 6a and 6b, suggesting that a radial viscosity structure327

with finer parameterization in the upper mantle is more consistent with the328

observed gravity field.329

3.3 Effect of the short-wavelength component of tomography330

The neglect of harmonic degrees >8 is justified by the goal of identifying331

a whole-mantle viscosity profile, while relatively high harmonic degrees are332

mostly, if not only, sensitive to the upper mantle. We test, however, the possi-333

bility that the whole-mantle viscosity profile we find be perturbed by account-334

ing for degrees >8. We repeat the exercise described in section 3.2, assuming335

a degree-16 density model scaled from the vS model SMEAN (Becker and336

Boschi, 2002), and parameterizing mantle viscosity in terms of 5 uniform lay-337

ers. The scaling factor coincides with the solid line in Figure 8b. The result338

of this experiment is illustrated in Figure 7. The variance reduction of gravity339

data (degrees 0 through 16) achieved by the SMEAN-based viscosity profile340

of Figure 7 amounts to 45.7% and is therefore comparable to values found341

from the previous inversions. Most importantly, the viscosity profile we find342

is similar to most of the ones discussed above. Given its higher computational343

cost, we decide to drop the inversion of the high-degree component of gravity344

data.345

4 Viscosity profiles resulting from different a-priori assumptions346

on the Earth’s density structure347

4.1 Viscosity from inversion of gravity data and seismic velocity models348

The most recent models of mantle rheology based on long-wavelength geoid349

data (Ricard & Wuming, 1991; King, 1995; Cadek et al, 1998; Mitrovica &350

Forte, 2004) are defined in terms of 11 to 15 uniform-viscosity layers. We have351

shown in the previous section that our solution becomes increasingly non-352

unique for increasing number of uniform-viscosity layers, with the high chance353

of converging to a ”wrong” minimum already with a 6-layer parameterization.354

We therefore restrict ourselves to 5-layer models consisting of an upper mantle355

extending from the Earth’s surface down to the 660 km seismic discontinuity,356

and divided into two layers at 410 km depth, and a lower mantle with possible357

viscosity discontinuities at 1200 and 2000 km. This radial parameterization358

is consistent with the most important boundaries given by King (1995), with359

Bullen’s (1947) definition of the transition zone as a diffuse region of high seis-360

mic wave speed gradient extending from 400 to 1000 km, and with the results361
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of Kawakatsu & Niu (1994) suggesting the presence of a seismic discontinuity362

at 920 km depth. The 2000 km discontinuity is based on Kellog et al.’s (1999),363

van der Hilst & Karason’s (1999) and Anderson’s (2002) indications that the364

lowermost mantle, from a depth of ∼ 1700 km down, never mixes with the365

rest of the mantle, forming a separate regime, with a boundary dividing layers366

with different composition.367

So far we computed the surface gravity perturbations on the basis of the 3-D368

density distribution constructed from the seismic tomographic model S20RTS.369

To measure how strongly our results are affected by the properties of the370

selected a-priori tomographic model, we repeat the experiment on the basis371

of different models, i.e. deriving density via ζ(r) from vS models TRP246372

(Trampert et al., 2004), and SPRD6 (Ishii & Tromp, 1999). TRP246 and373

SPRD6 also include ρ models, that we shall treat in section 4.3.374

Ishii & Tromp (1999) determined mantle S and P velocity and density struc-375

ture, in addition to dynamic topography on the free surface and topography376

on the 660-km discontinuity and CMB, up to harmonic degree 6, from a com-377

bination of gravity and normal-mode splitting measurements. Trampert et al.378

(2004) used normal-mode splitting functions and surface-wave data to derive379

likelihoods of bulk sound and shear wave speed, density, and boundary to-380

pography. The seismic likelihoods are a complete and compact representation381

(mean and standard deviation) of all long-period seismic data, compatible382

with the observed gravity field, and are described by a linear combination of383

degree-2, -4, and -6 spherical harmonics.384

We convert vS anomalies to ρ heterogeneities using various scaling factors (385

Figure 8b), calculated from various tomographic models and an input viscosity386

profile selected from Mitrovica & Forte (1997). The three mantle viscosity387

profiles resulting, after running the EA, from the different tomographic models388

and scaling factors are shown in Figure 8a. All profiles have approximately the389

same depth dependence, with important viscosity jumps at 410 and 660 km390

depth. For each run of the EA, corresponding to a certain tomography/density391

model, we also visualize in Figure 8c-e the spread of the population, computing392

the mean and standard deviation of all viscosity profiles with fit above 53%393

(S20RTS); 40% (TRP246); 54% (SPRD6) (standard deviations are represented394

by gray intervals). The three thresholds have been chosen to always correspond395

to ∼ 10, 000 solution profiles. In all three cases, the best-fitting profiles are396

all very similar to each other, and different families of viscosity profiles fit the397

data equally well.398

Figure 9 shows viscosity profiles averaged over models that fit the data best399

than a prescribed value (30, 40 and 50% in plots a, b, and c, respectively). All400

the profiles refer to the inversions of gravity data with the (scaled) tomographic401

model S20RTS. Even models with relatively low fit include a low-viscosity402
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transition zone. Assuming that the EA samples the solution space sufficiently403

well, we infer that this feature is robust.404

Our approach is contingent on the simplistic assumption that velocity and405

density be correlated (e.g. Karato. 1993; Deschamps et al., 2001). We test406

how different choices of values for the corresponding scaling factor affect our407

results. Figure 10f-j shows the scaling factors we assumed, accompanied by the408

corresponding solution models (Figure 10a-e). Despite slight discrepancies in409

the viscosity of the shallow layers, the most remarkable feature, a narrow low-410

viscosity zone located between the 410-km and the 660-km discontinuities, is411

seen in all of the five cases we considered. A low-viscosity layer in the transition412

zone was also found in independent analyses of the global geoid (King, 1995;413

King & Masters, 1992; Forte et al., 1993; Panasyuk, 1998), of post-glacial414

rebound (Milne et al., 1997) and of polar motion (Steinberger & O’Connell,415

1997). Fewer authors found evidence that viscosity in the same region might416

be anomalously high (Ricard et al., 1989; Spada et al., 1991; King, 1995).417

4.2 Assumptions on the scaling factor418

Since the choice of the velocity-to-density scaling factor may impart a bias to419

our results, and since the ones used here do not incorporate any mineral physics420

constraints, we try to use alternative scalings such as the ones based on lab-421

oratory experiments (Karato & Karki, 2001; Cammarano et al., 2003). Given422

that mineralogy-derived scalings between velocity and density are still sub-423

jected to a lot of uncertainties, we invert the gravity data (degrees 1 through424

8) with vS velocity model SMEAN (Becker and Boschi, 2002) and a scaling425

taken from Simmons et al. (2007) (see Figure 11a, solid line), selected among426

the ones proposed by Karato & Karki (2001) on the basis of the fit to a set of427

combined seismic and convection-related observables. The resulting viscosity428

profile is displayed in Figure 11b and does not differ significantly from the ones429

obtained with classical scalings, confirming the robustness of our results. The430

gravity anomalies computed with this viscosity achieve a variance reduction431

of 47.7%.432

We then attempt to account for the difference between sub-continental and433

sub-oceanic mantle, revealed by seismic tomography some 40 years ago (Jor-434

dan, 1975). The high-velocity roots below continents, absent below oceans (see435

Romanowicz, 2003, for a review), are balanced by differences in the respective436

chemical composition. Here, we have computed radial models of ζ for oceans437

and continents separately. To define oceanic and continental areas, we have438

constructed a continent-ocean function derived from the 3SMAC tectonic re-439

gionalization (Nataf and Ricard, 1996). The sub-continental and sub-oceanic440

scaling factors (dashed and dotted lines in Figure 11a) are significantly dif-441
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ferent at depths shallower than 260 km, with the continental one negative at442

depths up to 80 km. Again we invert gravity data up to degree 8 based on443

vS velocity model, to find the viscosity profile of Figure 11c, with variance444

reduction of 46.5%. This result confirms our earlier findings (Figure 11b ).445

4.3 Viscosity from inversion of gravity data and density models446

Albeit commonly used (Forte & Perry, 2000; Deschamps et al., 2002), the447

procedure of estimating Earth’s density via a depth-dependent scaling factor448

applied to seismic velocity models is, at least to some extent, inaccurate: lateral449

ρ anomalies directly observed from, e.g., normal-mode data are both uncorre-450

lated with (Resovsky & Trampert, 2003), and too large with respect to (Ishii451

& Tromp, 1999; Trampert et al., 2004) seismic anomalies, for the scaling-factor452

approach to be valid. We replace the vS velocity models used so far with the453

ρ models provided by Trampert et al. (2004), and Ishii & Tromp (1999), and454

determined from observations of the Earth’s free oscillations, which, unlike455

travel-time or waveform data, are directly sensitive to density. Several au-456

thors (Resovsky & Ritzwoller, 1999; Romanowicz, 2001; Kuo & Romanowicz,457

2002) objected that density cannot yet be constrained in this way, because the458

sensitivity kernels for density are much smaller than those for velocities, and459

because the least-squares inversions conducted in this kind of studies require460

the use of a starting model, the choice of which is critical for the reliability of461

the results.462

In Figure 12 we compare the best viscosity profiles found via EA on the basis of463

the ρ models, with those resulting from the corresponding vS models TRP246464

and SPRD6. The difference with the profiles derived from velocity models465

(plotted for comparison in Figure 12a), is striking: viscosity increases almost466

monotonically with depth for the profile corresponding to ρ model TRP246,467

and the low-viscosity transition zone that characterizes all our solution vis-468

cosity models becomes much less pronounced in the profile derived from ρ469

model SPRD6. It is remarkable that variance reduction achieved by density470

with respect to velocity models drops from 57% to 10% for SPRD6 and be-471

comes negative for TRP246, even though low even degrees of gravity data are472

appropriately fit by Ishii et al. (1999). We explain this discrepancy in terms473

of the different approach used here with respect to the studies of Trampert474

et al. (2004) and Ishii and Tromp (1999), to establish a relationship between475

mantle flow and observations of gravity. We account for mantle flow explicitly476

(e.g., Richards and Hager, 1984), while those authors do it by allowing for477

deflections of the internal boundaries. In the past, it has been assumed that478

the two approaches are equivalent, but we believe that this assumption must479

be reevaluated. We show in Figure 13 how gravity anomalies computed on the480

basis of viscosity profiles from Figure 12 compare to GRACE data. While the481
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vS-based viscosity profile of Figure 13a reproduces the data relatively well, the482

ρ-based results are in fact completely off.483

An alternative density model has been derived by Simmons et al. (2007),484

based upon seismic travel-time data, and geodynamic observations including485

dynamic topography, gravity, plate motions and CMB ellipticity. Simmons486

et al.’s (2007) approach also implicitly accounts for both thermal and com-487

positional buoyancy effects on mantle flow. We have repeated our inversion488

experiment assuming density structure as mapped by Simmons et al. (2007).489

The resulting viscosity profile, shown in Figure 14, confirms the presence of a490

low-viscosity zone in the upper-to-lower mantle transition zone. It differs from491

those of the previous sections in the lower mantle, where it is characterized by492

lower values of relative viscosity, and by a pronounced viscosity jump at 2000493

km depth. The corresponding variance reduction of the inverted gravity data494

amounts to 87%, much higher than achieved in earlier inversions.495

5 CMB topography496

Undulations of the CMB are generally believed to be the result of radial497

stresses generated by convective mantle flow induced, in turn, by lateral vari-498

ations in density throughout the mantle. We compute here the topography of499

the CMB from the same vS and ρ models as in section 4.500

The spherical harmonic coefficients δbm
l of flow-induced CMB topography are501

related to density perturbations δρm
l by topography kernels Bl via an equation502

similar to (1),503

δbm
l (θ, φ) =

1

∆ρcm

∫
Bl(ν/ν0, r)δρ

m
l (r, θ, φ) dr (5)504

(Forte et al., 1995), where ∆ρcm = −4.43 Mgm−3 is the density jump across the505

CMB according to PREM (Dziewonski & Anderson, 1981), and the integration506

is done from the radius of the CMB to the Earth’s surface. The topography507

kernels Bl are calculated, as for the gravity anomalies, in the degree range508

l = 2 through 8 and, like geoid kernels, they implicitly depend on the (relative)509

viscosity profile of the mantle (ν/ν0). As before, the harmonic coefficients δρm
l510

are found from a scaled velocity model.511

We show in Figure 15 the total CMB topography obtained from vS models512

S20RTS, TRP246, SPRD6 (Figure 15a, 15b, 15c), and that obtained from ρ513

models TRP246 and SPRD6 (Figure 15d, 15e). The viscosity profiles imple-514

mented correspond, for each vS or ρ model, to the best-fitting profiles found515

in Sections 3 and 4 inverting that same model.516
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The vS-derived topographies are in close agreement with most published re-517

sults (Morelli & Dziewonski, 1986; Forte et al, 1995; Obayashi & Fukao, 1997),518

characterized by a ring of depressions over the Americas, Eastern Asia, and519

Australia. CMB deflections based on vS model SPRD6 compares well with520

those found by Forte et al. (1995), but differ slightly in amplitude. Maps of521

CMB topography computed directly from ρ models display a more complex522

pattern, and have amplitude three times bigger, though very similar to each523

other both in shape and in amplitude. Again, differences between the topog-524

raphy predicted by vS and ρ result from the fact that the two distribution are525

not correlated (e.g., Trampert et al., 2004).526

The dynamic topography at the CMB is not directly observable from surface527

data, with the exception of the component δb0
2 of the CMB topography, called528

excess or dynamic ellipticity, which can be inferred via VLBI measurements529

of the period of the Earth’s free-core nutation. The most recent inferences530

(Mathews et al., 2002; Mathews et al., 1999) suggest a value closer to 0.4 km,531

rather than 0.5 km as determined in the earlier study by Gwinn et al. (1986).532

The values of δb0
2 we obtain (Table 1) on the basis of the different vS and ρ533

models are about three times larger, having absolute value bigger than 1.5534

km. The poor fit to the observations of CMB ellipticity may be justified by535

the fact that our mantle flow models are constrained to only fit the free-air536

gravity data; other potential reasons are a poor velocity-to-density scaling in537

the lower mantle and a poorly resolved viscosity at depth.538

6 Discussion and conclusions539

We have applied the evolutionary algorithm technique to identify a spherically540

symmetric model of viscosity in the Earth’s mantle from global observations541

of free-air gravity anomalies in the degree range l = 2 through 8. We modeled542

perturbations in the Earth’s gravity field induced by density heterogeneities543

via a viscous flow model, with no a priori barrier for the vertical flux at the544

660 km discontinuity. This approach allows to derive the depth-dependence545

of relative viscosity, constraining its value uniquely in up to five uniform lay-546

ers. The solutions we obtain on the basis of vS models S20RTS or SMEAN547

are consistent with classical estimates of the upper-to-lower-mantle viscosity548

jump. Additionally, they are characterized by a transition zone less viscous549

than the uppermost mantle by 2 or 3 orders of magnitude. This feature is550

parameterization-independent, and is shared by the viscosity profile we find551

based on the density model of Simmons et al. (2007).552

The found softening of transition zone minerals could be related to various553

processes: (i) high content of water (van der Meijde et al., 2003; Huang et al.,554

2005; Bolfan-Casanova, 2005); (ii) phase changes that occur at these depths,555
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like transformation of pyroxenes into garnet, or olivine successively into wads-556

leyte and into ringwoodite; (iii) the extreme softening of a material as it under-557

goes a phase transition, known as transformational superplasticity (Sammis558

& Dein, 1974).559

(i) Several high-pressure mineral-physics studies (Smyth, 1987; Kawamoto et560

al., 1996; Kohlstedt et al., 1996) have shown that transition zone minerals561

at average mantle temperatures have anomalously high water solubility com-562

pared to upper and lower mantle minerals, suggesting that the transition zone563

might act as a water reservoir. The potential presence of water in the transi-564

tion zone, also revealed by the seismological analysis of Van der Meijde et al.565

(2003), could also explain the discrepancy between the velocity jump at 410 km566

observed seismically and the one expected for an olivine-rich (pyrolite) mantle567

(Duffy & Anderson, 1989; Anderson, 1989; Anderson & Bass, 1986). Smyth568

& Jacobsen (2006) proposed that lateral velocity variations in the transition569

zone may reflect variations in hydration rather that variations in temperature.570

Despite the many evidences of significant amounts of water in the transition571

zone, the actual content of water is still poorly constrained, being estimated572

to range between 0.1 wt% and 3 wt% (Bercovici & Karato, 2003). Also, the573

effect of water on material properties is not clear, even if it is known that it574

controls the strength and deformation mechanism of minerals (Kavner, 2003)575

and thus the rheology of rocks (Karato, 1998). Since viscous deformation is a576

macroscopic form of creep depending on the presence of defects in the lattice577

structure, and since water increases the number of defects within a crystal, it578

enhances diffusion rates and this should decrease viscosity.579

(ii) The possible role of the dilution of pyroxenes into garnets (the major phase580

change at transition zone depths) could be enlightened by the knowledge of581

the creep laws for these two minerals. To date, available experimental data582

are sparse, but uniaxial compression and hot hardness tests (Karato et al.,583

1995) demonstrated that the resistance to plastic deformation in garnets is584

significantly higher than most of the other minerals in the Earth’s mantle; the585

pyroxene-garnet phase change, then, cannot explain the low viscosity in the586

transition zone. An alternative explanation could reside in the transforma-587

tion of olivine into wadsleyte and then ringwoodite (Artem Oganov, personal588

communication, 2007).589

(iii) The third possible explanation for the soft transition zone might be at-590

tributed to a phenomenon known as transformational superplasticity, first591

pointed out by Sammis & Dein (1974), that consists in a dramatic reduc-592

tion in effective viscosity observed during a phase transition in materials like593

metals and ceramics (Poirier, 1985; Maehara & Langdon, 1990; Meike, 1993).594

Panasyuk & Hager (1998) tested a model of transformational superplasticity595

for the upper mantle and estimated the degree of softening for mantle material596

at the phase change at 400 km depth: the viscosity decrease would be of 1-2597
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orders of magnitude, consistent with what we found.598

While anomalously low values of viscosity in the transition zone are a robust599

result, some of our findings cast doubts on certain aspects of the approach we600

followed. In particular, we have illustrated in section 4.3 (Figures 12 and 13)601

the disagreement between density-based and velocity-based modeling results.602

We have explained it as the consequence of a discrepancy between the ap-603

proach followed here, where mantle flow is modeled explicitly (e.g., Richards604

and Hager, 1984), and that of, e.g., Ishii and Tromp (1999) and Trampert605

et al. (2004), who account for mantle flow implicitly, parameterizing the un-606

dulation of internal discontinuities (e.g., lower-upper-mantle boundary, core-607

mantle boundary). If any of these methods is to be implemented again in608

the future, the theoretical reasons for the discrepancy should be quantified.609

Here (end of section 4.3) we show that our approach is consistent with that of610

Simmons et al. (2007), who mapped mantle density from seismic travel-times611

and a suite of geodynamic data including gravity anomalies, and neglecting612

normal-mode observations.613

In view of the continuing, fast growth of computational power, an alternative614

solution would possibly be that of resorting fully numerical formulations in-615

stead of analytical ones. Numerical approaches to the inverse problem have616

been made effective both in seismology (Tromp et al., 2005; Peter et al., 2007)617

and geodynamics (Bunge et al., 2003), via the application of ideas based on618

the adjoint method of Tarantola (1984).619
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Model Type of anomaly Dynamic ellipticity (km)

S0RTS δvS 1.5

TRP246 δvS 1.8

SPRD6 δvS 1.8

TRP246 δρ 4.8

SPRD6 δρ 1.5
Table 1
Predicted excess CMB topography (km) obtained from some vS and ρ models
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Fig. 1. Example of the performance of the EA evolving from generation 1 to 500
(a). Empty and filled circles represent the variance reduction (%) of the best-fitting
model and the average fitness of the population, for each generation. The decrease
in mean variance reduction at 10-20 generations corresponds to an adjustment of
the mutation-rate parameter defined in Section 2.2. Fit of best model as a function
of generation number (b) after 100 generations.
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Fig. 2. After choosing velocity-to-density scaling relationship and tomographic
model, we seek the mantle viscosity profile corresponding to the best fit of GRACE
gravity data. Density anomalies and gravity data are related through sensitivity
kernels, whose form in turn depends on the viscosity profile.
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Fig. 3. Correlation between output and input model (maximum is 1) for the 60
synthetic tests conducted (10 for each value on the number n of uniform viscosity
layers).

Fig. 4. Best-fitting viscosity profiles from runs (starting model: S20RTS) with differ-
ent population size (a), number of generations (b), and initial seed (c). Only relative
variations can be inferred from these models, that are normalized to the value of
viscosity of the shallowest layer. Fit (variance reduction) of best model as a function
of generation number, from inversions a, b, and c (e,d, and f, respectively).
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Fig. 5. Best-fitting mantle viscosity models resulting from inversions of GRACE
free-air gravity anomalies and vS models S20RTS with different number of layers n.
Only relative variations can be inferred from these models.

Fig. 6. Best-fitting mantle viscosity models resulting from inversions of GRACE
free-air gravity anomalies and vS model S20RTS, with same number of layers and
different depths of viscosity discontinuities. Only relative variations can be inferred
from these models. The fitness of gravity anomalies computed from these viscosity
profiles to the data is displayed above each panel.
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Fig. 7. Mantle viscosity profile obtained on the basis of SMEAN vS model, assuming
n = 5 and converting vS anomalies to ρ anomalies via the scaling factors in Figure
(8b), solid line. The harmonics are summed up to degree l = 16. The figure shows
average viscosity (in black) and standard deviation (gray intervals) of models with
fit better than a given threshold.
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Fig. 8. Best-fitting viscosity profile (a) obtained on the basis of some vS models,
assuming n = 5 and converting vS anomalies to ρ anomalies via the scaling factors
in (b). Frames (c-d-e) show average viscosity (black lines) and standard deviation
(gray intervals) of models with fit better than a given threshold.
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Fig. 9. Range of variability of the viscosity of the 5 layers (normalized to the value
of viscosity of the shallowest layer) obtained inverting gravity data with density
structure from vS model S20RTS.
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Fig. 10. Mantle viscosity models (a-e) from inversion of GRACE data and vS model
S20RTS with different velocity-to-density scaling factors (f-j). The scalings employed
are derived by inverting gravity data on the basis of different tomographic models.
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Fig. 11. Viscosity profile (b) obtained on the basis of SMEAN vS model, assuming
n = 5 and converting vS anomalies to ρ anomalies via the scaling factor in (a), solid
line (Karato and Karki, 2001). Frame (c) shows average viscosity derived using
different velocity-to-sensity scaling factors for suboceanic mantle (dotted line) and
subcontinental mantle (dashed line). Gray intervals represent the standard deviation
of models with fit better than a given threshold.
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Fig. 12. Best-fitting viscosity profiles based on vS models (panel a) TRP246 (solid
line) and SPRD6 (dashed line) and ρ models (panel b) TRP246 (solid line) and
SPRD6 (dashed line).
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Fig. 13. Map of free-air gravity anomalies retrieved by GRACE campaign (panel a),
computed on the basis of tomographic vS model TRP246 (panel b) and computed
on the basis of TRP246 ρ model (panel c). The scale for each map is ±40 mGal (a),
±20 mGal (b,c). Blue colors indicate regions of higher than average gravity, and red
colors indicate regions of lower than average gravity.
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Fig. 14. Viscosity profile (b) obtained on the basis of the ρ model by Simmons et
al. (2007). The black line represents the average viscosity, gray intervals correspond
the standard deviation of models with fit better than a given threshold.
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Fig. 15. CMB dynamic topography based on vS models S20RTS, TRP246, SPRD6
(frames a, b, c, respectively); and on ρ models TRP246 and SPRD6 (frames d, e).
The scale for each map is ±5 km (a, b), ±8 km (c), ±15 km (d), ±12 km (e). Blue
colors indicate elevation, red colors indicate depression.
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